AddOn – aluminium compound sash for added value

PRESS RELEASE

The “AddOn” aluminium compound sash from profine Group is an innovative KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brand solution for enhancing the
functional value and individual design of windows.
“AddOn” boasts improved thermal and sound insulation values in addition to the option of an integrated shutter system and sunshade.
“The compound sash is fitted on the outside and acts as an additional
glass pane, enhancing the window’s functional properties. Furthermore,
a shutter and sunshade element can be fitted between the compound
and insulating glazing for better protection against the weather,” explained Norbert Wenz, Project Manager at profine.
The “AddOn” aluminium compound sash is easily fitted on existing windows, making it ideal for both new buildings and renovation work. A
separate box is not needed for the shutter system.
The innovative aluminium compound sash is offered by the KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brands in conjunction with their 88 mm systems.
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Norbert Wenz: “AddOn gives our customers a whole new field of design
possibilities. For instance, they can choose an unlimited range of colours for the outer aluminium cover as well as finishing techniques, and
this without sacrifice to the classical advantages of PVC-U windows. A
successful synthesis of design and cost effectiveness.”
Aluminium element coupling profile
profine has adopted in its 88 mm brand programmes a further innovative solution in the form of a new aluminium element coupling. This is
ideal for greater requirements on coupling properties and expansion
compensation.
The aluminium element coupling can be installed on the building substrate and can take various steel inserts for a range of Iw values with the
same sight line.
It is available in white, anodised, and semimachined versions and is
ideal for use with aluminium cover elements.
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The “AddOn” aluminium compound sash from profine Group is
an innovative solution for enhancing the functional value and
individual design of windows.
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About profine:
profine GmbH – International Profile Group – is a worldwide leading manufacturer of PVC-U profiles for windows and doors and a renowned provider of
shutter systems and PVC sheets. With its KBE, KÖMMERLING, and TROCAL
brands, the Group has an excellent international standing at 29 sites in 22
countries. profine Group manufactures at production facilities in Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Russia, Ukraine, the USA and China, with its head office
in Troisdorf, North Rhine-Westphalia, and a payroll of 3,000.

